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A novel compact stair-shaped multiband fractal
antenna for wireless communication systems

Zain ul Abidin Jaffri1 , Zeeshan Ahmad2∗ ,
Asif Kabir3 , S. Sabahat H. Bukhari4

The growing demand for enhanced capacities, broadband services, and high transmission speeds to accommodate speech,
image, multimedia, and data communication simultaneously puts a requirement for antenna to operate in multiple frequency
bands. A novel compact fractal antenna based on self-similar stair-shaped fractal geometry is proposed in this paper. The
fractal antenna is designed by modifying the patch antenna through the iterative process using stair-shaped fractal geometry.
The third iteration results in a tri-band response, and the antenna resonate at 3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz with impedance
bandwidths of 75.6, 121.2, and 211.4 MHz, respectively. The antenna is designed in CST Microwave studio, and evaluated for
operating bands and radiation characteristics. Prototype for the third iteration of the fractal antenna is fabricated on FR-4
substrate which is further tested for measured operating bands and radiation characteristics. The simulated and measured
results show good agreement.
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1 Introduction

With the continued development in wireless commu-
nications, wide operating bandwidths, massive connectiv-
ity, high data rates, low latency, and data-intensive appli-
cations become inevitable to provide a wide range of ser-
vices [1]. In general, antenna arrays [2–4] are well-known
to meet all these requirements, and provide a number of
advantages including increased system capacity, energy
efficiency, and robustness etc. However, when it comes to
smart devices, it is beneficial to consider a compact single
antenna [5]. Therefore, an active research topic has been
focused on designing antenna featured by wide operating
bandwidth, compact size, lightweight, ease of fabrication,
low cost, and multiband frequency operations. Accom-
plishing these features simultaneously, however, is a ma-
jor challenge for researchers and antenna designers [6].

The microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) and fractal
antennas with wideband and/or multiband characteris-
tics nearly satisfy all the current demands and market
needs [7, 8]. MPA, which is also known as the printed an-
tenna, is a simple patch antenna that consists of a radi-
ated metal foil patch on the top, dielectric substrate, and
ground plane. It can be easily fabricated on a printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) [9]. The name ‘Fractals’, which refers
to irregular fragments, plays a pivotal role in designing
compact and multiband antennas. Fractal shapes possess
sets of complex geometries [10, 11]. Mandelbrot [12] orig-
inally conceived the term fractals to describe a family

of complex structural configurations having repeatabil-
ity in their shapes. Various natural fractal patterns fas-
cinate and motivate researchers toward fractals model-
ing. Examples of modeling these complicated natural en-
tities include mountain ranges, trees, leaves, ferns, galax-
ies, coastlines, clouds, boundaries, etc. Design essentials
for fractal geometries include iteration order (IO) and
iteration factor (IF). Iteration order is the number of it-
erations performed for creating the particular fractal ge-
ometry whereas the iteration factor represents the scaling
factor in each iteration [13].

Fractal based designing has been an intensive re-
search topic, and various fractal geometries have been
proposed in past decades. The most popular fractal ge-
ometries are Koch, Minkowski Sierpinski Gasket and
Giuseppe Peano etc, [14, 15]. Fractal geometries have at-
tracted enormous attention due to their self-similarity
and space-filling properties [16, 17]. Self-similarity refers
to an object which is a mirror image of itself at varying
dimensions, whereas space-filling means reduction of the
total space occupied by an antenna ie, miniaturization
[18]. The performance of the fractal antenna is dependent
on several parameters such as gain, return loss, directiv-
ity, bandwidth, and VSWR etc, [19].

Designing various shapes of fractal antennas is a new
developing orientation in antenna research [20, 21]. The
demand for a more flexible antenna design with small
size, and wideband and /or multiband support is always
desired to deal with recent trends in wireless communi-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of different iterations for the stair-shaped fractal
geometry

cation. Recently, various improved antenna designs based
on different shapes of natural entities or combining two
or more different fractal antennas or a fractal and non-
fractal antenna to form a novel antenna have been pro-
posed. In [22], the authors designed an F-shaped fractal
antenna for C- and X-band applications. A rectangular
patch antenna with a triangular slot for wireless commu-
nication systems is presented in [23]. A novel compact
triangular MPA is designed in [24], which can be uti-
lized for wireless communication. An E-shape multiband
fractal antenna is proposed in [25], for mobile communi-
cation applications. To improve the performance of frac-
tal antennas, it is also suitable to design a shape that is
a combination of two or more fractal shapes [26]. The
authors in [27] designed a hybrid fractal antenna us-
ing three widely used fractal curves Koch, Moore, and
Minkowski for multiband operations in wireless commu-
nication. The combination of Peano-Gosper, Koch and
Minkowski geometries for multi-standard wireless appli-
cations is used in [28]. A novel design of a multiband hy-
brid antenna using Minkowski and invert of Minkowski
curves is presented in [29]. In [30], the authors presented
a miniaturized hybrid multiband antenna for wireless ap-
plications by superimposing two well-known fractal ge-
ometries Gosper and Moore. A hybrid antenna design
of Minkowski and Sierpinski carpet for multiple wireless
applications is proposed in [31]. The authors in [32, 33]
designed hybrid MPA for wideband and wireless applica-
tions. In [34], dual antennas are designed by superimpos-
ing dual fractal geometries on each other to achieve de-
sired characteristics and to make them suitable for wire-
less applications. The combination of three fractal geome-
tries ie, Koch, Minkowski, and Giuseppe Peano is used
in [35] to achieve better miniaturization, and performance
characteristics. This computed miniaturized hybrid de-
sign can operate for multiple frequency bands. An ar-
tificial neural network based model for the designing of
a dual-band hybrid fractal antenna, constructed by the
combination of different fractal geometries for biomedical
applications is depicted in [36]. In [37], the authors fused

Moore and Koch fractal geometries to achieve multiband

operations. From these previously proposed shapes and

combinations, it can be observed that MPA with fractal

geometries can be designed for various wireless applica-

tions.

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel stair-shaped

fractal antenna for multiband operation. A fractal an-

tenna with IO = 3 having IF = 1/3 is presented which

is designed in CST Microwave Studio. The prototype of

the fractal antenna is fabricated on FR-4 substrate which

is further tested for measured operating bands and radi-

ation characteristics. Afterward measured and simulated

results are compared.

We deal with the design and demonstrates the stair-

shaped fractal geometry along with its mathematical de-

scription and the stair-shaped fractal antenna design that

includes its structural configuration, followed by the fab-

rication and measurement of a prototype of the fractal an-

tenna. After presenting the results and discussion based

on simulations and measurements we compare the pro-

posed antenna with existing antennas in literature.

2 Design

2.1. Stair-shaped fractal geometry

The stair-shaped fractal geometry can be constructed

through an iterative process by following a topology that

will lead to the self-similar stair-shaped fractal geome-

try. We can view the topology of the iterative process

pictorially in Fig. 1. Zeroth iteration order of the fractal

geometry is a rectangle which is divided into nine iden-

tical rectangles and remove three small rectangles at po-

sitions 1, 2, and 4 that will result in stair type geometry

of first iteration order. For the second iteration, again

the same process will be applied and we can continue the

subtraction process on the remaining rectangles to get

stair-shaped fractal geometry for the second iteration or-

der. We can continue the same process an infinite number

of times to obtain the ideal stair-shaped fractal geometry.

Fractal geometry up to the 3-rd iteration order has been

shown in Fig. 1.

Self-similarity can be observed in stair-shaped fractal

geometry as the whole shape of whole fractal geometry

is similar to that of its constituent units. Here we can

observe that each small rectangle is 1

3
times its parent

rectangle showing an iteration factor of 1

3
. To evaluate

the fractal geometry mathematically, let us consider vari-

ables namely n , k , and Ak where k represents iteration

order, n represents the total number of small rectangles

of k -th order and Ak represents an overall area of fractal

geometry at k -th iteration order. From Fig. 1, we can

observe the following values of k and n :

k = 0, k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, k = 4, . . .

n = 1, n = 6, n = 36, n = 216, n = 1296, . . .
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the stair-shaped fractal antenna

Fig. 3. Photographic front and back view of the fabricated proto-
type for 3-rd Iteration of the stair-shaped fractal antenna
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Fig. 4. Simulated return loss versus frequency plot of the stair-
shaped fractal antenna for the 1-st, 2-nd, and 3-rd iteration

From the sequence above we can observe that we will
have 6k number of total small rectangles at k -th iteration

order. Mathematically we can write that:

n = 6k. (1)

Similarly, as k increases, the area of overall fractal
geometry decrease. If A0 is an area of a rectangle at 0-
th iteration order, the area of overall fractal geometry
at the 1-st iteration is A1 which will be (6/9) × A0 .
Similarly, the area of overall fractal geometry at the 2-nd
iteration order is A2 which equals (6/9)A1 , and so on.
Mathematically, we can write the area of overall fractal
geometry at k -th iteration order as following

A1 =

[

6

9

]1

A0 . (2)

A2 =

[

6

9

]1

A1 =

[

6

9

]2

A0 . (3)

A3 =

[

6

9

]1

A2 =

[

6

9

]3

A0 . (4)

A4 =

[

6

9

]1

A3 =

[

6

9

]4

A0 . (5)

Ak =

[

6

9

]k

A0 . (6)

Table 1. Dimensions of the stair-shaped fractal geometry for the
3-rd iteration

No Description
Dimension
(mm)

1 L Width of patch 15

2 W Length of patch 20

3 Ls Length of substrate 50

4 Ws Width of substrate 40

5 Li Length of half T-feed 7

6 Wi Width of T-feed cut 0.5

7 Wm

Width of small
0.74

rectangular cut

8 Wt Width of feed 2.9

9 h Thickness of substrate 1.6
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Table 2. Frequency versus return loss values of different iterations

Iteration
Frequency Return loss

(GHz) (dB)

1-st 6.19 −14

2-nd
5.01 −11.8

6.38 −32.6

3.65 −12.1

3-rd 4.825 −20.01

6.325 −26.8

Table 3. Comparison between the simulated and measured reflec-
tion coefficient of the stair-shaped fractal antenna

Simulated Measured)
Band Start Stop

BW
Start Stop

BW
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

1 3623.9 3699.5 75.6 3606 3681.2 75.2

2 4761.6 4882.8 121.2 4780 4887 107

3 6235 6446.4 211.4 6225 6450.8 225.8

2.2 Stair-shaped fractal antenna

The structural configuration of stair-shaped fractal an-
tenna for the 3-rd iteration order is shown in Fig. 2. The
antenna is compact having an overall length and width of
the radiating patch of 15×20 mm. The length and width
of the substrate are 50 mm and 40 mm, respectively. The
smallest dimension within radiating patch at the 3-rd it-
eration order is 0.74 mm that limits the fabrication of any
antenna.

A microstrip line (50Ω) is used to feed the antenna
through a T-shaped section for impedance transforma-
tion. Different dimensions of the antenna are tabulated
in Tab. 1.

3 Fabrication and measurement

The fabricated prototype of the fractal antenna is de-
veloped on FR-4 with thickness, dielectric constant, and
loss tangent of 1.6 mm, 4.3, and 0.025, respectively. A
50×40 mm substrate is used having a thickness of 1.6 mm
with a copper deposition thickness of 34.65µm. SMA
connector is used as an input port for the antenna. The
fabricated prototype can be viewed in Fig. 3.

Table 4. Simulated and measured gain of the stair-shaped fractal
antenna at different operating bands

Operating Frequency Simulated Measured
band (GHz) gain (dB) gain (dB)

1 3.65 2.37 2.393

2 4.82 4.31 4.338

3 6.32 2.81 2.864

Table 5. Comparison of the proposed stair-shaped fractal antenna
with existing antennas for different No of operating frequency bands

Ref No Gain antenna)

(dB) (mm2)

[38] 5 4.4 100 × 100

[39] 3 8.76 100 × 100

[16] 3 8.1 173× 70

[40] 3 7.1 220 × 190

[41] 3 5.7 96× 72

[42] 3 2.1 67.2 × 36.5

[43] 2 5.40 200 × 200

[44] 2 4 100× 50

[45] 2 6.74 80× 80

[46] 2 2.8 63× 43.6

[47] 2 – 130 × 100

[15] 1 6 80× 80

[48] 1 7.16 100 × 100

[49] 1 8.5 100 × 100

[50] 1 –1.0 120 × 100

[51] 1 6 183 × 360

[52] 1 8.91 223 × 174

[53] 1 –1.1 130 × 100

[54] 1 2.3 70× 70

[55] 1 6 66× 25

Proposed 3 4.33 50× 40
antenna

The reflection coefficient of the prototype is measured
using Agilent E8362B vector network analyzer (VNA)
and radiation characteristics at operating frequencies
were measured in an anechoic chamber.

4 Results and discussions

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed antenna, where both simulated and experimental
results are considered. The fractal antenna is designed
and simulated in CST Microwave Studio. The simulation
results are further verified experimentally through VNA
and anechoic chamber.

Simulated reflection coefficient versus frequency re-
sponse for the 1-st, 2-nd and 3-rd iteration order is shown
in Fig. 4. The S11 also known as reflection coefficient or
return loss is an important parameter to witness the ra-
diation efficacy of an antenna. In the 3-rd iteration, we
can see that there are three frequencies at which the S11

value is less than −10 dB. The minimum observed value
of the reflection coefficient is −20.01 at 4.825 GHz. Ta-
ble 2 shows the return loss values of different iterations
of our proposed antenna design. We can also observe that
operating bands directly relate to the iteration order (k )
of the antenna.

We will focus on antenna design for the 3-rd itera-
tion order having triple-band frequency response shown
in Fig. 4. We can observe a triple-band response with res-
onant frequencies centered at 3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz.
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Fig. 5. Current distribution at (a) – 3.65GHz (b) – 4.825GHz (c) – 6.325GHz
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Fig. 6. Simulated radiation pattern at (a) – 3.65GHz (b) – 4.825GHz (c) – 6.325GHz

Fig. 7. Directivity of the stair-shaped fractal antenna at (a) – 3.65GHz (b) – 4.825GHz (c) – 6.325GHz
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Fig. 8. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of the stair-
shaped fractal antenna

The impedance bandwidth (−10 dB) at these frequencies
is 75.6, 121.2, and 211.4 MHz, respectively.

The surface current distribution shows the distribu-

tion of current density at various locations of the patch.

It represents the current density at different operating

frequencies. The plots of surface current distribution at

resonant frequencies (3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz) are de-

picted in Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c). It is observed that the

current distribution is mostly concentrated in the feed line

and the stair-shaped design in the patch. The current is

also distributed in the rest of the grounded patch.

Simulated radiation patterns at operating frequencies

are presented in Fig. 6. Here, it can be observed that the

pattern of the antenna is directional and the antenna is

radiating in a broadside direction with directivity of 6.27,

6.54, and 7.1 dBi at operating frequencies of 3.65, 4.825,
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and 6.325 GHz, respectively. The three-dimensional (3D)

directivity plots can be seen in Fig. 7.

Next, the fabricated prototype of the fractal antenna

is tested for operating bands through Agilent E8362B

VNA. The measured and simulated reflection coefficients

are compared in Fig. 8. It can be observed that the mea-

sured resonant frequencies are 3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz

with impedance bandwidth (−10 dB) of 75.2, 107, and

225.8 MHz, respectively. The measured results can be

seen to be in good agreement with those simulated. The

comparison results of the simulated and measured reflec-

tion coefficients of the stair-shaped fractal antenna are

summarized in Tab. 3.

The simulated 3D gain of 2.37, 4.31, and 2.81 dB at

three different operating frequencies are shown in Fig. 9.

The maximum value of the simulated gain is 4.31 dB

which is achieved at 4.82 GHz. The simulated gain values

of the fabricated prototype of the stair-shaped fractal

antenna within operating bands are given in Tab.4.

Similarly, the radiation pattern of the fabricated proto-

type of the fractal antenna is tested at measured resonant

frequencies in an anechoic chamber. Anechoic chamber

(700 MHz to 40 GHz) available at the National Univer-

sity of Science and Technology, Pakistan is used for test-

ing radiation patterns of the fabricated antenna. Normal-

ized radiation patterns of the fabricated antenna at mea-

sured resonant points ie, 3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz are

given in Fig. 10, and the corresponding 3D measured radi-

ation patterns are plotted in Fig. 11. Here, we can observe

that measured patterns of the fabricated antenna are also

directional, and the antenna is radiating in a broadside

direction. Good agreement can also be observed in simu-

lated and measured radiation characteristics of the frac-

tal antenna. The measured gain of the fabricated proto-

Fig. 9. Simulated 3D gain of 2.37, 4.31, and 2.81 dB at (a) – 3.65GHz (b) – 4.825GHz (c) – 6.325GHz
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Fig. 10. Simulated and measured radiation patterns at: (a) – 3.65GHz, (b) – 4.825GHz, and (c) – 6.325GHz

Fig. 11. Measured 3D radiation patterns from anechoic chamber at: (a) – 3.65GHz, (b) – 4.825GHz, and (c) – 6.325GHz
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type of the stair-shaped fractal antenna within operating
bands is given in Tab. 4.

It can also be observed that there is a slight variation
in simulated and measured results, which may be due to
the following reasons:

1) In simulations, the thickness of conducting part of
the antenna which includes the ground plane and patch is
kept to be 35 m but in fabrication thickness of conducting
part of the PCB is 34.65µm.

2) Another reason for the slight variation in results
can be attributed to the soldering effect which results in
certain losses and detuning of the antenna.

3) The lowest dimension that is etched to fabricate
the 3-rd iteration of the fractal antenna is 0.74 mm. This
extremely small dimension is very difficult to etch. Varia-
tion in such portions of antennas can also cause variation
in simulated and fabricated results.

4) After etching slots/cuts on the patch, slot edges
become rough which may cause the results to change
slightly.

5) Edges of substrate and ground plane should be
sharp in fabricated antenna similar to the simulated one
but in reality, the edges and corners of the ground and
substrate are not that sharp.

Moreover, the anechoic chamber used to measure the
radiation patterns also have some imperfections such as
signal leakage from various sources, unwanted reflections,
and diffractions, which may degrade the quality of results.

5 Comparison

Table 5 depicts the characteristics of the proposed
antenna with existing antennas of the approximate same
size designed by employing a simple fractal or a hybrid
technique. Comparison is made based on the number of
operating frequency bands, maximum gain, and the size
of the antenna.

6 Conclusion

A novel compact fractal antenna based on self-similar
stair-shaped fractal geometry is proposed in this paper.
Simulated and measured results for the proposed an-
tenna are discussed in detail. The incorporation of stair-
shaped fractal geometry resulted in a tri-band response,
and the antenna is resonating in three bands having mea-
sured resonant frequencies of 3.65, 4.825, and 6.325 GHz.
Measured impedance bandwidths at these frequencies are
60 MHz (3660–3600MHz), 107 MHz (4887–4780MHz),
and 225.8 MHz (6450.8–6225MHz), respectively. Differ-
ent parameters of the fractal antenna including return
loss, impedance bandwidths, and far-field characteristics
at various operating bands are discussed. Good agree-
ment has been observed in measured and simulated re-
sults of the proposed antenna that enables the designed
fractal antenna a good candidate for multiband appli-
cations. The three operating bands centered at 3.5, 4.7,

and 6.3 GHz, can be used in Wi-Max, C-band applica-
tions, and finally point-to-point high-speed wireless com-
munications. New fractal geometries can be designed and
tested for higher iterations in the future to achieve more
efficient antennas in terms of size reduction, attaining
wider bandwidth, and accomplishing multiband opera-
tion.
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